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About This Game

Starquake Academy is a science adventure game set in the year 2137. You take the role of Alex, a seemingly average teenager
from the Midwest as she is recruited into Starquake Academy, an elite training program run by the solar system’s most powerful
company. You start your training of vital knowledge needed to survive in outer space. Through your exploration of these science

concept, you explore the mysteries of Starquake Corp., the resistance movement against Starquake, and your own past.

This science adventure game aims to teach science, technology, math, and engineering topics using immersive 3D
animation and mini-games. Learn by exploring in this self-paced and immersive learning environment. Suitable for

ages 9+.

Details:

By the end of the 21st century, Earth was crippled with overpopulation and resource depletion. With nowhere left to expand on
Earth, people looked to space to find new ways of providing for the endlessly growing population. Companies scrambled to find
the next big thing in space exploration and solar system mining. Among them, two rose to the top: Star Odyssey Contractors, a

space construction titan, and Meteor Quake Technologies, a leading asteroid mining company.
Foreseeing greater opportunities as a single entity, the companies merged together and became Starquake Corporation. Since

then, Starquake has grown into the uncontested leader of solar system corporations, developing revolutionary methods of
extracting raw space materials and delivering them to Earth. Due to its success, it was able to fund the largest Mars colonization
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effort in human history.

The government, wary of Starquake’s rapidly growing power, began to scrutinize the company and limit its progress. In a final
push to create a comprehensive workspace, free from the restrictions of Earth, Starquake invested in robotic mining and space-
based manufacturing. It built everything it could possibly need on its space station: research labs, refining equipment, even crew

quarters. Starquake Station, humanity’s first extraplanetary self-sustaining outpost, became the company’s main point of
operations and the hub of anything and everything related to space.

Starquake Academy
From the beginning, due to the cutting-edge nature of its work, Starquake had to operate in rigid secrecy. Working for the

station was and still is an honorable lifelong commitment, one that is held by many of the leading scientists and engineers. And
yet, Starquake felt like it was missing something: youthful creativity.

In the Starquake manner of doing things, it proposed a radical solution: Starquake Academy, a program that allows young
students on Earth to move to the Mars Orbit, learn directly from Starquake operations, and tackle real station problems.

For the past few years, Starquake has searched every corner of the world to find the students with the most potential, regardless
of background, and invite them to the station. Its goal is to help the next generation of innovators lead the space industry to new

heights.

You have been recruited into Starquake Academy and you are currently on your way to the Mars station. The journey to Mars is
6 months, and for part of that time you are in hibernation. But the station leaders would like to start your training as you

approach Mars. You are training in a virtual holographic environment, the Neo Educational eXperience Immersion Simulator
(NEXIS), that helps focus your training linking lessons to puzzles and games to reinforce learning.

While in the NEXIS environment, you will learn about how lasers operate from an atomic scale through how to build a laser, as
this is an important component of the propulsion system onboard the space shuttle.

Each lesson focuses on a specific element of the operation of a laser, building from fundamental concepts around atoms.

Lesson 1: The lesson explains atoms, electrons and their ability to be excited.

Lesson 2: Light and wavelengths of light. This lesson teaches you about photons and light, and allows you to experiment with
wavelengths.

Lesson 3: Excitation of an atom. This lesson explores how atoms receive energy and how that ties into the emission of light

Lesson 4: Energy transfer. You will learn about how atoms like Neon and Helium interact to share energy with each other and
why that is important for a laser to work

Lesson 5: Making light. You will explore how atoms interact to make light.

Lesson 6: Laser light. With all the science behind how light is generated, you can now learn how a laser is assembled and how
that generates a specific form of laser light.

You apply your skills through mini-games, puzzles and hands on experiments within the lessons. After your successful
completion of the lesson, you find the shuttle is in trouble and your skills must be applied to ensure you live!

Designed for ages 9 and up.
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Title: Starquake Academy
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Lux Science
Publisher:
Lux Science
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Standard with DirectX 10

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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I liked this game, way better than Kidnapped. The only bad thing are the mouse controls, don't know they are very imprecise..
Double Action. This might be one of the best FREE multiplayer games you can get on Steam right now. It not only has fun
competative gameplay, it has good action. Hence the name "Double Action".
 If you want to feel as though you were in an action movie, then this game is for you. I had alot of fun with this, and will contiue
to in the future.

Pros:
- Good Multiplayer
- Quick and easy to learn
- Great weapons, classes and humorous "cliched" skins

Cons:
- Cursing Children (Can any multiplayer game these days not have cursing children?!?!?)
- Lack of Regular Addons\/Updates
- Connection can get lag at times (The smaller the server the better)

9\/10 "One of best free multiplayer games on steam, it's fun, edgy, and gives you ACTION"

P.S "If you are a fan of the following
- Chuck Norris
- Bruce Lee
- Clint Eastwood
- Keanu Reeves
- Bruce Willis
-Sylvester Stallone
- Jackie Chan
- Jet Li
- Steven Seagal
- Liam Neeson
- Mel Gibson
- Nicolas Cage
- Dolph Lundgren
- Donnie Yen
-Jason Statham
- Jean-Claude Van Damme
- Chow Yun-fat
- Michael Jai White
- Charles Bronson
- Arnold Schwarzenegger
- Samuel L. Jackson
- Morgan Freeman
- Robert Downey Jr.
- Chris Hemsworth
- Chris Evans
- Tom Hiddleston
- Chris Pratt
- Mark Ruffalo
- Ryan Reynolds
- Jeremy Renner
- John Travolta
- Christopher Walken
- Steve Buscemi
- Sean Bean
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- Michael Bay
- Forest Whitaker
- Will Smith
- Or any other action actor
Then this game is for you.
(If you read this whole list, I applaud you and I'm sorry for wasting 10 seconds of your life.). This is great until you realize there
will be no military funerals performed on the runway.. A rather disappointing game considering the system itself had potential,
but is unfortunately woefully incomplete (apparently more content is coming out as DLC, but the base content as it is is
barebones).

Initially the game possessed a intriguing system of unlocking new units through the completion of mini-achievements, allowing
your cards to evolve into a more effective and specialised fighting force. Unfortunately this feature is only seen in the first half
dozen cards before never being seen again.

The game also featured several factions with different tactics and units that you can mix and match. Unfortunately again, all the
factions with the exception of the army (Union and Confederate's are both considered the same, begging the question as to why
it is set in the Civil War) have barely enough cards for a playable deck, much less one that you can base a unique strategy out of.
This is further made worse by every faction's units being essentially the same thing (Army riflemen and bandits have absolutely
no distinguising characteristics between them).

Even worse, the potential dynamic was there, in the form of unattainable weapons and units the computer gets during the
campaign. After completing the game, and every last achievement (both single player and multiplayer) I was upset that the only
things I receieved were more of the same cards. Indeed, the final boss's deck is displayed as an available playable faction, but
does not have a single unit or weapon card in it.

The story serves it's purpose I suppose, so it is hardly disappointing, but it is somewhat baffling that early in the story you can
clearly see a sibling rivalry, only for one of the brothers to disapear, and only come back at the end of the game to do absolutely
nothing, unlike the collection of minor characters who assemble for the purpose of serving as an Deus Ex Machina during a
mission. Whoever is actually manning and directing your ironclads is never mentioned (unless it is assumed that the sergeant
who gets a brief mention early in the game is the PC). The Civil war is barely mentioned, and the game might as well be set
during the Anglo-Russian war for all it matters.

The campaign itself is not so much challenging as it is putting you in a situation with an outright disadvantage. In the early stages
this disadvantage is negated by unlocking a new weapon. However, due to the fact that there are no decent unlocks in the later
missions the game simply becomes a matter of chance. Hoping that the luck of the draw gets you exactly the unit you need, and
that the computer does not use the obnoxiously overpowered ability that he is granted this mission on the turn it would hurt the
most. The last mission in particular is guilty in that the enemy boss is not only invincible (unless you kill two heavily armoured
units guarding an electric outlet, and procede to occupy both outlets with infantry that can be killed instantly by said boss) but
possessing a repetoire of weapons far superior to what you can get, and heals completely should you fail to stop him from going
to your side. The strategy towards defeating him involves praying to your chosen deity that the enemy AI will decide to lay
waste to your ironclads, rather then stepping on your infantry, and will stand still for that brief moment where you miraculously
achieve enough firepower to destroy him in one turn. God help you if you decide to go for the achievements.

All that said, the game has potential. If it simply had more content and diverse factions that would allow for actual tactical
options.. For the overhype and price this ugly beast turns out to be very wimpy !!! save your money for a game or better ship ..
Great LEGO game, but not really worth it nowadays. Get it on sale, maybe.. On Dec. 17, 1903, the Wright brothers achieved the
first powered flight. 120 years before the Wright brothers, in 1783, the Montgolfier brothers became the first people to fly in a
hot air balloon. Then in 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first person to step on the moon. And in 2024 SpaceX plans to land
the first man on mars.

So why do we fly?
There was a time in history where flying was a sign of witchcraft. Even during the times of Montgolfier brothers people didn't
think humans could survive at high altitudes and thought we weren't meant to get off the ground. Then why did we start flying,
and kept trying to get further and further away from land as possible?
Well the answer is quite simple acutally, but it's also not really an answer.
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We're just meant to.

As baby birds do when it's time for them to leave the nest; willingly or not, there comes a time in our lives where we eventually
need to leave the comfort of being with our parents and venture into the world to explore and experience new things\u2014good
or bad.
We as humans (and every living creatures for that matter) are made to explore, it is part of everyone's life, it is a sign of
progression in life.

So in this context, what is an airport?
Well if you ask me airport is the midpoint of a person's life; it's a rest stop right before someone journeys into the unknown and
the unfamiliar. And what do people do at the airport? We check our luggage, we get some food, we use the restroom, and we
check the flight time. Because when it's time for you to fly somewhere, you should have everything in check.
So when it's time for you to venture into the world and explore some place new, you need to be ready, and to help you do that
you need to explore where you're at right now.
The airport.

Many of us will be at that stage in life of finding a new home, a career or a partner. To those people I urge you to play this
game.
Let's Explore the Airport (Junior Field Trips) acts as a guide, for you to use when you're uncertain on what an airport consists
of. This game will help you grasp the ins and outs of an airport and (which in some way) life itself.

6.5\/10 the graphic is kinda outdated.. What kind of WAD collection doesn't have Mock2?

0/10 utter♥♥♥♥♥
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I have 20 minutes on record for this game, yet it tok about 10 minutes to actually finish the entire game. Half of that very time I
was taking a few ''pretty'' screenshots. This whole game is just a fraud. There is no Achievements aswell as Steam Trading
Cards. Everything about this game just seems so fishy. Like it was made just for people who would wanted to take a few
''lovely'' images and nothing more. Priced at 7.99 Euros. I'd say grab it on sale for 99 cents or less if you have the opportunity to
do so, but you shouldn't get your hopes up to high. Unless you want to support a quick asset trash made from Eternity Studios.
It says you need 50 MB available space on your hardware but it's really a 7.3 GB install.
As much as it gives me headaches walking trough this simulation game it's unoptimized in so many ways. I tryed to lower the
graphic settings of the game but it was still lagging.
. Everybody strap yourselves in cuz this is going to be one moderatley underwhelmingly lengthed and written review.
Ok, here goes.
First of all, im not much of a call of duty kinda person. I mean, ive always enjoyed it, but ive never really had the chance to play
it and look at all the aspects of it, but not until now (DUH DUH DUUUUUUH). For the past 7 or 8 months or so, I have been an
avid player of CS:GO, and decided I needed a break. Therefore, I sold my skins and bought this game. To be honest, im
pleasently surprised at the quality of this port ive gotten.
•YES, the servers are only for mac players.
•YES, the graphics kinda stink
•YES, its a formulaic (that means its repetitive, guys)
•WTF IT COSTS $40

HOWEVER.

•The loading times on this game are to be honest amazing for a mac. the game starts up in a few seconds, i can switch between
single and multiplayer quickly, and I dont have to wait for anything. There is an option to give the shader a few seconds to warm
up before you play, but you can easily turn it off and reduce the load time to a quarter of what it was.
• Graphics dont matter. Period. Macs are crap anyway, so expect it.
• It doesnt matter that its been done before, this game is still fun. Zombies and Multiplayer are both really fun, and yes, even
singleplayer has its moments.
• I dont really have an excuse about the whole cost thing, and it is a bit much for an old game, but its the only one with zombies
on it and i would personally pay $20 just for zombies itself. (which i really kinda just sorta did.)
• And what i believe is the most important thing, is that it DOESN'T CRASH. In terms of it's relation to cs:go, Black Ops is a
much higher quality port. CS:GO for mac crashes (from personal experience) about 3 times every 2 comp games. It is really
nice to have gameplay which is not randomly interrupted to be banned from the ability to play the game for several days.

Overall, I give it the numerical reprisentation of the relationship between the two loveable characters Bert And Ernie on the high
quality children's show Sesame Street. So basically, like a 6.5/10 for pc games and like a 9.5/10 for mac games. If you have the
money and are willing to put at least like 40 hours into the game (which is very easy to do), then i call that worth it cuz 1$=1
hour of loading screen free enjoyment.. The most interesting reimagening of the Arkanoid formula. Suck and blow physics are
the main mechanics added that allow you extra control over the ball and bricks. Various powerups and different types of bricks
are present. Levels can change orientation and overall arena shape (rectangle, circular), and even boss battles are in. An
excellent soundtrack and visual style accompany to make this the best newest incarnation of the brick breaking game I've
played. Not just a clone.. a GOOD modern sonic game.. I bought this a couple months ago and can confirm it does come with all
the cosmetics in the picture, including the iconic rainbow Meg jacket. I'm not sure why some people aren't getting all of them,
but they should contact Steam or the DBD devs.
This is 100% worth it if you like to play Meg, Dwight, or Claudette, they have a ton of cosmetics in here. Plus it goes to charity!
There are 5 for Claudette, 9 for Meg, 5 for Dwight!. I do not recognize the characters, so they must be from one of the
animation series or the graphic novels. Even so, this pack adds new characters to the base game, which is nice. This pack is
included in the season pass.. Great game, fixed many of the problems with Empire: Total War and is unfortunately getting
review bombed.. While it's relatively simple and light, I don't see that as a bad thing. It's been quite satisfying just flicking away
at the match 3 board. Sometimes I'm not looking for a game that is fast-paced or intense or requires a heavy degree of thought;
sometimes I just want to be able to relax. This game is great for that, and for a couple bucks it's well worth the price.. Worst
game I have ever played.

UI text blemeshes the eyes. Read dark text from brightly paneld UI to feel a nice sharp tinggling in your retina.
A game that gives you as many females as males to balance its ANTI-Male Bernie Supporting Developers.
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I would say to stay far away from these optic nerds. I hate this UI text reading cr@p always when I think a game would be good.

Look at steam their UI is darker than their text??? See how easy this is on the eyes???? see??! Why do Developers not???. I do
not recommend this game.
I don't think its worth \u00a36.99.
All I remember is being bored constantly.
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